CITY OF CHANDLER
MULTI-FAMILY
RESIDENTIAL COMPLEXES
(FEBRUARY 4, 2020)

ID   COMPLEX                     UNITS     STATUS
1.    Arista at Ocotillo          210       Recently Completed
2.    Avant at Fashion Center    335       Recently Completed
3.    Avilla Grace               194       Recently Completed
4.    Brio Apartments            192       Recently Completed
5.    Camden Chandler            380       Recently Completed
6.    DC Heights                 158       Council Approved
7.    Desert Jewel Apartments    72        Council Approved
8.    District at Chandler       340       Under Construction
9.    Morrison Chandler          283       Recently Completed
10.   Noria*                     483       Under Construction
11.   Olympus Steelyard          301       Recently Completed
12.   Riata                       300       Recently Completed
13.   San Valeria                382       Recently Completed
14.   Santana Ridge Condominiums 208       Recently Completed
15.   Sky at Chandler Airpark     504       Recently Completed
16.   Summit at San Marcos      273       Recently Completed
17.   The Cays at Downtown Ocotillo 278       Recently Completed
18.   The Cooper 202              332       Recently Completed
19.   The Core                    220       Recently Completed
20.   The Met                     303       Recently Completed
21.   The Village at Brighton Place 53     Recently Completed
22.   Valerio at Ocotillo         32        Under Construction
23.   Villas at Chandler Heights  116       Recently Completed

5,102 Recently Completed
618 Under Construction
280 Council Approved
5,950 Total

* Phased project with some units already open
NOTE: Recently completed = built in the last 5 yrs

Map created by the City of Chandler Economic Development Division (February 4, 2020).